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Pilgrims attend international World Youth Day
Summer Poland trip celebrated faithful youth from all over the world
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SAINT MARY’S STUDENTS AND STAFF take a pilgrimage to Krakow, Poland for the thirty-first World Youth Day (WYD). (Courtesy of Madison Chaistain)

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This past July, 18 people from the Saint
Mary’s community took a pilgrimage
to Krakow, Poland for the thirty-first
World Youth Day (WYD). Pope Francis
assigned this year’s celebration the theme
“Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
obtain mercy,” which called attention to
the fifth Beatitude.
The week long event consisted of
masses, reconciliation, musical worship,
stations of the cross, and a day-long walking pilgrimage that ended in a night vigil.
Pope Francis delivered an address to pilgrims from all over the world in addition
to leading a prayer service, the night vigil,
and presiding over mass on the last day.
World Youth Day ’s uniqueness is
reflected in its title—it caters to young
Catholics. Junior Siena Lococo saw this
pilgrimage as an not-to-be missed faith
journey. “I have wanted to go [to WYD]
since I first learned about St. Bernadette
when I was a child,” Lococo said. “I was
drawn to the fact that WYD is designated
for young people; its entire purpose is to
gather young people of faith to celebrating together as a global community.”

The first official World Youth Day was
inspired by a Palm Sunday Jubilee put
on by Pope John Paul II in 1984. Moved
by the passion of the young people who
attended the Jubilee, every Palm Sunday
thereafter was declared World Youth Day,
with international celebrations occurring every two or three years. This year’s
pilgrimage to Poland was significant
because Krakow is known as the City of
Saints, which was the birthplace of many
revered religious figures of the Catholic
faith.
The recently declared sainthood of
John Paul II inspired senior, Emily
Redfern, to join her peers on the WYD
journey. “My initial reasoning for going
to WYD was to follow the path of one such
witness John Paul II,” Redfern said. “He
had a profound love for family, young
people, and Poland.” At the age of seven,
Redfern experienced a profound moment
with John Paul II. Redfern viewed her
moment with John Paul II, his sainthood,
and the location of the event in JPII’s
home country as signs from God that she
could not ignore.
During the pilgrimage, Saint Mary’s
participants were able to grow in their
faith with young people from all over

the world. Junior Jessica Mott claimed
that World Youth Day would affect her
future as a student. “I witnessed so many
different kinds of people and how they
represent their countries through their
cultures. It was incredible to witness
the diversity of countries that attended
World Youth Day, but it’s also amazing to
think that the U.S. is a place that houses
so much diversity as well,” Mott said. “As
a student, my eyes are more open to the
world outside of my own and I am excited
to know that there is so much more to
learn and discover.”
Returning to campus with a refreshed
sense of identity, the World Youth Day
pilgrims have been empowered to continue their journeys as Catholics with a
new sense of purpose.
“As a young person, World Youth
Day is a reminder to me of the power
and importance of young people in the
Church,” Redfern said. “[Also, WYD is] a
reaffirmation from the Church itself to
me, not only of its failures, but [of ] the
hopes that the Church places in me and
in all young people.”
The next international World Youth Day
will be held in Panama in 2019.

Monthly Fair Trade Friday becomes MMC tradition
BY ADRIANA AVILA
STAFF WRITER
Those who did not find themselves in
the Mission and Ministry Center this past
Friday missed out on free goodies such as
coffee, tea, and chocolates. No worries to
those who couldn’t make it. Every first
Friday of the month, it happens all over
again.
Saint Mary’s celebrates and promotes
Fair Trade businesses and organizations
through an event called Fair Trade Friday.
In fact, Saint Mary’s College happens to
be the first Fair Trade certified college
in California. The College maintains
this status through its commitment of
supporting local and global growers that
are ensured with fair wages, non-harmful
working conditions, and sustainable
practices in the environment they work

in.
Kate Arenchild, the Lasallian Peer
Minister (LPM) for Fair Trade and Social
Justice, happily greeted attendees with

“Fair Trade Fridays
spread the awareness
of fair trade and how
important it is for
workers to be respected
and treated right...This
event is a small way to
ensure that workers are
getting their rights.”
a smile on her face as she offered everyone samples of the fair trade products.

Arenchild loves being a part of the Fair
Trade events because, “It’s a place where
students and staff members can be in a
community together in a relaxed way. We
don’t often get to do that.” Arenchild also
mentioned that events like Fair Trade
Friday are “supporting a cause at the
heart of Saint Mary’s Lasallian values.”
As LPM for both Fair Trade and Social
Justice, Arenchild expresses her passion for the Lasallian Core Principles
(Concern for the Poor and Social Justice,
Faith in the Presence of God, Quality
Education, Respect for all Persons, and
Inclusive Community) through her time
and effort, advocating not only for workers’ rights, but the rights of all people.
Third year student Colleen Raab
decided that getting involved with the
community through volunteering at this
see FAIR TRADE FRIDAY, page 2
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event was a great opportunity
for her. When asked what really drew her to help, Raab said,
“Fair Trade Fridays spread the
awareness of fair trade and how
important it is for workers to
be respected and treated right.
Many workers are treated unfairly. This event is a small way
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for us to be environmentally
responsible and socially just.”
Who thought that coffee, tea and
chocolate could potentially help
us become more aware of topics
such as fair and safe working
conditions? The Saint Mary’s
Community continues to spread
awareness in small, but powerful
ways through events such as Fair
Trade Friday.

New measures taken to make reporting easier for students
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
In 1972 the Department of
Education passed Title IX, setting
in place the first concrete protections against discrimination
based on sex. Every educational
institution or program that receives federal funding must abide
by these rules.
Although Saint Mary ’s is a
private school, it receives federal
funding and thus must abide by
Title IX or risk losing funding
provided by FASFA. Part of this
compliance includes educating
students about sexual harassment and discrimination.
“Often, [Title IX] is thought
of as pertaining to athletics, but
it actually applies to multiple
forms of discrimination, including sexual assault, harassment,
dating violence, and stalking,”
said Brittany Talley, Saint Mary’s
Director of Sexual Assault Prevention.
Title IX has gone through many

changes over the years, making
adjustments as cultural and social
expectations have evolved. For
example, Title IX “has expanded
to include prohibiting discrimination based on someone’s gender identity…asking someone’s
‘birth name’ is a form of harassment,” noted Megan Karbley,

“Often, [Title IX]
is thought of as
pertaining to athletics,
but it actually applies
to multiple forms
of discrimination,
including sexual assault,
harassment, dating
violence, and stalking.”
Director of Community Life.
Another important thing to
note is that Title IX does not just

apply to women. It aims to protect
people of all genders.
While there have not been any
major changes to the laws this
year, Saint Mary’s has made a
few adjustments, including the
utilization of a new app to aid
in finding the proper resources
for reporting discriminatory
incidents.
“The Guidebook App is one of
the most exciting updates this
year. It will put reporting and
confidential resources at students’ fingertips. We know we
want to make reporting easier
for students and we think this is
a big step in the right direction,”
said Karbley.
Plus, over the summer, 15 staff
members attended a training
session as part of the campus
bystander intervention program
called “It’s On Us.”
Decisions to update Saint
Mary’s own policies are partly
based on the Sexual Assault Campus Climate Survey administered
last spring. “We’ve heard that

students often aren’t sure how
or where to report,” said Karbley.
Talley hopes to incorporate
more confidential resources in
the future. According to Talley,
one criticism concerning Title
IX is that, “They don’t give a lot
of direct guidance to colleges
and universities, leaving them to
figure it out on their own.”
Talley stressed that the most
important thing for incoming
students to know is that they are
not alone. They also have a right
to “interim measures” which
includes no contact orders, moving residence halls, and excused
absences from class.
Saint Mary ’s has the legal
responsibility to quickly and
promptly respond to complaints.
It also cannot provide mediation
between the victim and accused
student. Above all else, universities and colleges must support
victims and do all within its power
to provide a support system and
framework for responding to
sexual assault.

scorching; referred to Facilities
Services

to Facilities Services

Crime Beat
8/28/16 4:37 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Transport from Justin
Hall to Contra Costa County Regional Medical Center; referred
to CAPS and Health & Wellness
Center
8/29/16 11:35 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Personal items missing from South Claeys; suspended

“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

excited that it was Friday, but
glad to have a place to relax
and socialize with friends of a
close community. Administrative Assistant and Wedding
Coordinator, Colleen da Silva,
mentioned that, “Fair Trade
vendors have opportunities to
get people personally involved.
Simple things that we consume
on a daily basis can act as a way

Saint Mary’s updates Title IX policies based on survey

8/27/16 12:29 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause - no
forced entry at Rheem Center;
referred to Facilities Services

The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint Mary’s
College, published weekly, except during examination
periods and academic recesses. The Collegian reserves
the right to hold and edit all submitted materials,
solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian’s Editorial
Board is comprised of all oversight staff members. Other
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/or advertisers. Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view of The Collegian.
The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
request for a correction or clarification may be made.

to ensure that workers are getting their rights.”
Another major plus Raab
mentioned were the free chocolate samples that filled her sweet
tooth cravings. Raab was not the
only one enjoying her time at the
Mission and Ministry event. The
lounge and breezeway seemed
to constantly be buzzing with
students and staff, not only

8/29/16 10:55 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Injury to knee from
jumping off skateboard in South
Claeys - no transport; referred
to Health & Wellness Center
8/30/16 7:45 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Chest pain after working out - no transport; referred
to Health & Wellness Center
8/31/16 1:40 a.m.
Incident: Public Intoxication
Synopsis: Picked up by family member from Public Safety
Front Gate; referred to Student
Conduct

8/31/16 7:45 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set
off alarm - no fire, smoke, or
scorching in Ageno B; referred
to Facilities Services
8/31/16 12:15 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Transported from
Mission and Ministry Office to
Contra Costa Regional Medical
Center; referred to CAPS and
Moraga Police
8/31/16 6:50 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing laptop from
Ageno C - located in a closet
on 8/31/16; referred to Moraga
Police - case closed
9/1/16		
8:00 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Construction work
and sawdust set off alarm - no
fire, smoke, or scorching; referred to Facilities Services
9/1/16		
6:34 a.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Transported from
Augustine Hall to John Muir
Hospital; referred to Health &
Wellness Center
9/2/16		
12:40 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause in
Justin Hall: no smoke, fire, or

9/2/16		
11:30 p.m.
Incident: Hit & Run
Synopsis: Suspect identified
and parties involved exchanged
insurance information in Lower
De La Salle Parking Lot; Case
Closed
9/4/16		
10:30 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Possession of alcohol
in Ageno C; referred to Student
Conduct

9/7/16		
12:53 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Heat from Blow Dryer
set off alarm in Freitas Hall no fire, smoke, or scorching;
referred to Facilities Services
9/8/16		
3:00 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: No transport from
Syufy Performing Arts Center;
referred to Health & Wellness
Center

9/4/16		
12:45 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing laptop at St.
Albert’s Hall Library; suspended

9/8/16		
7:50 p.m.
Incident: Activated from construction & sawdust in Warehouse - no fire, smoking, or
scorching; referred to Facilities
Services

9/4/16		
1:40 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set
off alarm in Ageno B - no fire,
smoke, or scorching; referred

9/8/16		
5:57 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Ageno A; referred to
Facilities Services

Correction
In the Thursday, Aug. 25 issue
of The Collegian, it was stated
that “students planning 2018
trips encouraged to apply for
passports now.” However, the title should actually read “students

planning 2017 trips encouraged
to apply for passports now.
The Collegian strives to maintain accuracy and regrets these
errors.
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NEWS
Get involved: Check out these campus organizations

International Club promotes cultural appreciation at first meeting

INTERNATIONAL CLUB hosted their first meeting of the year with their newest members and an all-new executive team. (Photo courtesy of Jalen O’Neal)

BY AEDAN RICHTER
STAFF WRITER
Juniper Terrones, the president
of I-Club, stresses that as one of
the many Diversity Organization
Council (DOC) clubs on campus,
the International Club’s main
goal is, “to build an inclusive community that involves not only our
domestic students but also the
international ones.”
The club, which promotes cultural appreciation, encompasses
all cultures, so anyone can join the
club and attend the meetings. Unlike the other DOC clubs, International Club focuses more on culture
as opposed to race. No student

should feel any hesitation in joining
because they are not international
students. Even those from the
United States are welcome. In this
sense, everyone who is involved in
I-Club has the ability bring their
own culture to the table.
According to the executive coordinator, Dana Pine, “The I-Club
centers its events on things cultures have in common, like food,
music, and performances.” She
mentions that there is always room
to learn about other cultures. Everyone has something to contribute, as no one is without a culture.
I-Club members believe that it is
important to think globally and
learn about other cultures while

sharing one’s own and celebrating
each other’s backgrounds. The
more cultures that are present in
the club, the more learning will
take place.
The fundamental message of
the club is that anyone can join.
Even if you are not an international
student, this club is a great way to
get to know other international students and other people on campus.
Terrones joked that if you are into
trying food from around the world,
then this is your club. Food is key
to many cultures and is also key to
many college students.
The International Club has been
an organization for over five years,
and is still continuing to grow and

develop. The club meets bi-weekly.
About two meetings a month are
held in the Intercultural Center
(IC). It is typically on Thursday
nights from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
As of right now, the I-Club has
roughly 95 members, but numbers
tend to fluctuate. The International Club wholeheartedly invites
and welcomes everyone to come
to the meetings. They hold anyone
who wants to join in high regards
as there would be no club without
any participants.
For anyone who has gone to previous International Club meetings,
the club has been revamped this
year with an all new executive team
consisting of six members. The
executive team has planned out
an entire year of new and exciting
events that the club has never done
before. Coming up soon is their first
event, which will be a fundraiser for
the International Club, celebrating
the 2016 Chinese Mid-Autumn
Festival. It will be next Friday, from
12:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Dante
Quad.
For anyone interested in joining the club or not, feel free to
stop by the table to purchase some
moon cakes and pork buns. This
fundraiser not only supports the
International Club, but also the
Asian Pacific American Student
Association Club (APASA), a collaborator for the event.
You can find the International
Club on Instagram @internationalclubsmc and on Facebook as SMC
International Club.

Gael Sisterhood continues to grow as they welcome new sisters
BY DANA PINE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Gael Sisterhood held its second meeting of the semester last
Wednesday, Sept. 7 in Galileo Hall.
The club is committed to service
and forming a strong community
on campus. They are also wellknown for working with local
charities and hosting on-campus
events. According to President,
Alexa Graziani, “Our goal is to
create a community of women
on campus in order to empower
one another, while also providing an opportunity to do service
together.”
As a senior, Graziani has been
a part of Gael Sisterhood since
the group’s inception four years
ago. “It has been fun to watch
the club grow over the years, and
see people’s excitement growing along with it,” Graziani said.
Graziani was initially drawn to
the club during her first year at
Saint Mary’s. “I wanted the opportunity to get involved as a first
year student and meet new people,
and Gael Sisterhood was perfect
Missing horses?
Need help with very Arabian sweet
mare. In pasture, needs supplemental feeding. Approx. 1.5 hour
3X/week - hiking through pasture,
catching in herd. Days/times
flexible. $75/month or barter for
apparel/footwear or (skill dependent) riding privileges. Jenni
Jlsmith1111@yahoo.com
925-876-4101

Campus
Calendar
Environmental and Earth Sciences Fall 2016 Colloquium
Tuesday, September 13
5:00-6:00 p.m.
Brosseau Hall, 114
Contact Dr. Alice Baldrige
amb19@stmarys-ca.edu
INVEST: Pokémon Go: Can You
Catch ‘Em All? Tier 1
Tuesday, September 13
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Delphine Hall
Contact Cesar Ramos
x8545
Solidarity Supper
Tuesday, September 13
5:30 p.m.
Mission & Ministry Center Lounge
Contact Nick Van Santen
nv5@stmarys-ca.edu
Send Suicide Packing!
Wednesday, September 14
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Lawn
Contact Cynthia Cutshall
cac13@stmarys-ca.edu
Creative Writing Reading Series: MFA Faculty Reading
Wednesday, September 14
7:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Creative Writing Program
writers@stmarys-ca.edu
INVEST; Pokémon Go: Can You
Catch ‘Em All? Tier 2
Thursday, September 15
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Delphine Hall
Contact Cesar Ramos
x8545

GAEL SISTERHOOD is excited to start the school year with old and new sisters alike, creating a purposeful community. (Photo courtesy of Carli Costa)

for both.”
For sophomore Aedan Richter, it was the Club’s mentorship
program that first caught her
attention last year. Upperclassmen members, referred to as a
“Big,” are paired with first years,
who become their “Little” for the
year. “It was so nice to have a Big
last year for support, and it was
great to see other Littles around
campus and bond with them,” said
Richter. As this year’s Membership Intern, Richter credits her returning membership to the club’s
inclusive feel. “Gael Sisterhood is
a good way to get to know people.
The group is super friendly and
welcoming” she says.
The Club is looking to continue
much of their work from last year,
with plans to once again volunteer

for Relay for Life and host the
Spring Ball with CAB. But they’re
also hoping this year brings new
opportunities. Graziani commented, “We’d like to collaborate
more with other clubs this year.”
As a group devoted to creating
a strong community on campus,
the Sisterhood is still accepting
members. “We’re looking for
people who are willing to commit and work hard for our club,”
said Richter. Graziani added that
dedication is key in a member.
Gael Sisterhood also looks for,
“someone who’s open-minded too,
who wants to try new things and
meet new people.”
Above all, Gael Sisterhood is
looking for people who will match
the current members’ enthusiasm
for the club. “I’m really proud of

our group and what we’re doing”
said Graziani.
This year, the Executive Team
members are expecting “another
wonderful year of friendship, fun,
and growth with all our old and
new sisters.” As the group continues to grow, the meeting space
changed from Dante to Galileo
Hall to accommodate for all the
new members, a nice problem
to have for a club interested in
forming connections and making
lasting friendships.
To learn more about this service
and community based group, follow
them on Facebook (/gael.sisterhood.7), Instagram (@gaelsisterhood), Twitter (@GaelSisterhood),
or Snapchat (gaelsisterhood).

Dress for Success
Thursday, September 15
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Lafayette
Room
Contact SEBA Undergraduate
Office
dap7@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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CULTURE
VMA fash- Why “Suicide Squad” rocked my world, despite bad reviews
ion: the
good, the
bad, and the
trendsetters
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR

BY AUBRIE MCKEEVER AND
MARIA MONTECINOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
The VMAs have included several unique fashion styles over the
years and this one was no exception. There was a lot of exciting
fashion out there. However, some
outfits were not as impressive as
others. These are this years best
and worst fashion moments.
There are always controversies
regarding what’s hot and what’s not
on the red carpet. However, Fifth
Harmony got a universal thumbs
up. Coordinated in sleek black and
complementing their various body
shapes, these girls worked it. Here
are some of the other artists that
either exceeded or failed to meet
Fifth Harmony’s example.
Kanye West’s all white outfit
looked more casual and laid back,
with a white t-shirt, white jeans,
and white snow boots. This outfit was not great on its own but
complemented Kim Kardashian’s
all black look and helped emphasize their gold necklaces. Ariana
Grande’s black crop top with lace
and high-waisted black pants that
covered her feet gave her the opportunity to wear whatever shoes
she wanted. She even wore a choker
that was black and emphasized her
signature hairstyle. It was a unique
mix of business and party. Hailey
Baldwin was the best dressed
with her jumpsuit. Her jumpsuit
had a leafy mesh-like pattern that
sculpted her body shape. She also
had a messy haircut that made her
have a modern, but mature, look.
Her makeup also looked natural
and gave her a nice look .
Kim Kardashian’s dress was
also among the winners. She was
going for a sexier look that had a
just-got-out-of-the-shower vibe
and she pulled it off well. Her hair
looked wet but not too messy. Her
black dress exposed her cleavage
and was see through. It was long
sleeved, sheer, and she wore a nude
lip. The dress also showcased her
weight loss, revealing her small
waist while still hugging her curves.
Even though there was a string
hanging down the middle of the
legs , it did not draw too much attention. Her strappy black heels, on
the other hand, drew attention to
her beautiful legs.
Tove Lo was our worst pick because the white dress looked like a
robe. Plus, her shoes were orange
sneakers that did not complement
her outfit. The one sleeve on the
dress looked like a cast, plus its
thick folds did not create an attractive effect.
Beyoncé was a completely different story. Her dress had a beaded,
feather neck in a sea foam green
color. The neckline was an extravagant feathered piece. Beyoncé and
her daughter Blue Ivy dressed so
well and walked the carpet together. Beyoncé rocked a beautiful
illusion dress as usual.

It’s an understatement to call
DC’s “Suicide Squad” the most
hyped movie of summer. The killer cast (no pun intended), with
actors such as Will Smith and
Cara Delevingne, yielded over
$125 million during the movie’s
opening weekend. DC’s supervillian team even trumped Marvel’s
“Guardians of the Galaxy” by over
$30 million in profits. How is it
that a film with every element of
success ended up with a 26 percent rating on Rotten Tomatoes?
A basic synopsis of the opinions on the site is summed up
as by Collin Covert’s comment,
“This is what happens when the
comic book fanboys have taken
over the asylum. It is damaged
goods from the get-go, the kind
of film grown in a petri dish in
Hollywood.” Other reviewers
released cutthroat statements
like Anthony Lane’s, “To say that
the movie loses the plot would
not be strictly accurate, for that
would imply that there was a plot
to lose.”
Personally, I loved Suicide
Squad. I saw it the night it
opened, bought the soundtrack,
and poured over cast interviews
on YouTube. I am not afraid to
admit that yes, it had a weak
plot. Yes, the film editing was a
bit much. And yes, the first solid
forty-five minutes of the movie
were character summaries. But
how can we explain how a 26
percent-rated movie brought
in $125 million dollars worth of
revenue? It’s because the fact of
the matter is, America loves superhero movies. Hugh Jackman
will never be nominated for an

JARED LETO AND MARGOT ROBBIE capture the wildness of DC’s infamous and insane duo, Harley Quinn and the Joker. (Photo courtesy of IMDb)

Oscar because he played Wolverine. They are not on my radar
for Best Picture, nevertheless,
superhero movies do it for me.
They tap into each moviegoer’s
need for action, excitement, and
really witty lines to drop before
you absolutely wreck someone
(for them, it’s physically; for me,
it’s mentally when a fellow student walks very slowly in front of
me). Not only do these movies get
our adrenaline going, they also
recruit some of our most beloved
actors and actresses. Scarlett
Johansson, Robert Downey Jr.,
Halle Berry, James McAvoy, and
so many others put on their awesome suits and fight each other.
What’s not to love?
Let me break down why, despite the professional’s critiques,
I loved “Suicide Squad” and you
can too. First and foremost, the
soundtrack is a slapper. Featuring artists such as Logic, Skrillex,
Imagine Dragons, and a cover
of “Bohemian Rhapsody” from
Panic! At the Disco, if this album
doesn’t make you want to kill
your workout at the gym, I don’t
know what will. Secondly, a major

complaint the film yielded was
that the editing was scattered and
chaotic. Isn’t the Suicide Squad a
more scattered and chaotic gang
than other DC casts though?
Personally, the grimy edits and
frantic shots just added to the
twisted aesthetic for me. “Suicide Squad:” 1, Critics: 0. On a
more serious note, I appreciate
the character portrayal DC did
with the squad. It’s no secret that
the gang is a little rough around
the edges, and each villain has
a significant and signature chip
on their shoulder. However, DC
was able to discern which quirks
were and weren’t appropriate
for mass viewing—specifically,
the relationship between Harley
Quinn and the Joker, as well as
Captain Boomerang ’s beliefs.
Anyone who has been exposed to
previous tidbits of the Joker and
Harley’s relationship is aware
of how unhealthy it is. While in
“Suicide Squad,” it is nothing
less than co-dependent, previous
comics and cartoons portray a
darker partnership. In previous
comics, the Joker is highly physically, mentally, and emotionally

abusive towards Harley while she
is desperately devoted to him,
running back each time he hurts
her. Not wanting to glamorize
this toxicity, DC cut these attributes out of their characters.
Captain Boomerang’s comments
in original comics and cartoons,
while goofy, are filled with sexist and racist undertones. DC
screenwriters and directors also
had the decency to eliminate this
fact from their portrayal of the
character, as to not normalize it
on the big screen.
Conclusively, the Suicide
Squad is not about to bring in
any Oscar nominations. It is a
superhero movie, and like the
rest in the genre, I love the action, excitement of a mission,
and fatally flawed characters. In
my book, the amazing cast, slamming sound track, and bad ass
characters trump any “weak plot”
or “poor film edits.” Despite being
bashed by Rotten Tomatoes, word
on the street is that a sort-ofsequel, starring Margot Robbie as
Harley Quinn, is currently in the
works. Guess who will be there
opening night as well? This girl.

This girl is on fire: Alicia Keys will be makeup-free
BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY
STAFF WRITER
Alicia Keys has made headlines
lately because—news flash—she
decided to stop spending time,
effort, and money on something
so trivial that we glorify in today’s
society to a ridiculous extent. In
May, Keys wrote an essay where
she discussed her issues with feeling forced to wear makeup. Since
then, she has been found at events
with no makeup, causing both
positive and negative discussions.
When she talked about her movement on the Today Show, the hosts
were so inspired by her confidence
and message that they also decided
to take off their makeup.
To be clear, Alicia Keys is not
against makeup and she is not
against anyone who wears makeup. She stated, “I love my lip gloss,
I love my blush, I love my eyeliner.
It’s not about that. At the same
time, I don’t want to feel beholden
— to have to do it.” In other words,
Keys is not hating on makeup;
rather, she dislikes the pressure to
wear makeup, especially at photo
shoots and red carpets. One part
of her essay reads, “I don’t want
to cover up anymore. Not my face,
not my mind, not my soul, not
my thoughts, not my dreams, not
my struggles, not my emotional
growth. Nothing.” Movement
toward not wearing makeup may

MUSICIAN ALICIA KEYS inspires people everywhere to be vulnerable and honest with her call to ditch makeup. (Photo Courtesy of Makers)

sound like it inspired millions of
women across the world. And it
probably did. However, like most
situations, it also led to controversy.
Many people took to social
media to claim that Keys was privileged in the fact that she looked
beautiful even without makeup
whereas many other girls do not
look that way. One Twitter user
posted, “Not even hating on Alicia
keys but I get what bruh saying.
Had I been rich and famous I’d
have clear glowing flawless skin
too.” I definitely agree that Alicia
Keys does look pretty even without makeup. Although it might

sound surprising, many people
who are told that they are pretty
still do not have the confidence in
their beauty. Therefore, we may
think that Alicia Keys looks great
without makeup, but it might have
taken her a while to come to that
conclusion on her own. That being
said, I agree that going out makeup-free can be harder for some
people than others, but the courage to be oneself is greater than
the socially constructed beauty
image that society has embedded
in our minds.
Alicia Keys has started a conversation about the pressures women
face to wear makeup. One impor-

tant thing to keep in mind here is
that no one can tell us when and
where we should wear makeup.
The idea that women need to wear
makeup for big events such as parties, red carpets, school dances,
and more is socially constructed.
We should not be forced to wear
makeup at these places just because we are expected to do so. As
November approaches in about
two months, I strongly encourage
you to participate in No Makeup
November. And who knows? You
may fall in love with the beautiful
face that you have been hiding
with expensive, time-consuming
chemicals all these years.
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OPINION
Colin Kaepernick is timely, valid, effective in his protest
BY JACOB TURNROSE
OPINION EDITOR
As an avid sports fan, I have
attended many sporting events
from professional football to college women’s volleyball. Each
contest begins with the ritual of
singing or playing the national
anthem. Some spectators rise,
remove their hats, and put their
hands over their hearts. Some
choose to just stand respectfully
and listen. Others do not even
stand. When Colin Kaepernick
chose not to stand during the national anthem before each of the
San Francisco 49ers’ preseason
games, it sparked a lot of outrage
and attention—most of which
had little to do with his political
message.
Athletes have often refrained
from making political statements
because it is perceived as a distraction for the team. Instead of
focusing on football, Kaepernick
and his teammates must answer
questions about this one event
performed by a backup quarterback. I understand that it is
concerning to football fans that
Kaepernick is focusing a lot of his
attention on social issues rather
than the playbook. However, I
would argue that by letting his
feelings be known to the public, a
weight has been lifted off his chest
and he might be in a better frame
of mind to improve his quarterbacking skills and bring his team
together in a very unique way.
Some say that the anthem and

KAEPERNICK’S decision to sit during the national anthem caused both outrage and appreciation. (Photo courtesy of NY Daily News)

the flag should never be questioned and always respected.
Former 49ers Head Coach Jim
Harbaugh stated, “I acknowledge
his right to do it but do not respect
the motivation or the action,”
later clarifying that he supports
Kaepernick’s motivation. Clearly
it is a struggle for many, including those who support his right
to protest, to condone his recluse
position towards the flag. For
most, ignoring the anthem and
flag is disrespecting the military and the fallen soldiers who
fought to protect this country. By
choosing not to stand, Kaepernick
is placing a lot of attention on
himself, which is the very reason

why I think it is an appropriate
and successful form of protest.
However, the flag also stands for
the values of this nation, which
has come to include the targeting of black neighborhoods, mass
incarceration of drug offenders
who are disproportionately black,
and the shooting of unarmed
black citizens without any proper
repercussions. Kaepernick is using his voice—given to him not
only by the military but by fellow
protesters who took even bolder
actions against the status quo—to
jump start a discussion on police
brutality.
Many have questioned Kaepernick’s credibility to speak

against racial oppression when
he is a wealthy athlete himself.
But people seem to forget that
wealthy African Americans face
persecution as well, simply because they are rich. Many wealthy
African Americans are pulled
over for suspicion of stealing the
expensive vehicle they may be
driving. Some African American
Saint Mary’s students have even
voiced their concerns of being
looked at suspiciously for being
at a private university campus in a
wealthy neighborhood. During his
twenty-minute long explanation
of his protest following the Green
Bay preseason game, Kaepernick
offered a personal story of oppres-

sion when he was held at gunpoint
by police officers while helping a
friend move into a nice, new home
in a wealthy area.
Another point of criticism
towards Kaepernick is that his
actions are minimalist and are
more disrespectful then productive. I will agree that sitting down
by himself does not look good,
although he has the right to do
that if that is what he sees best.
However, before the 49ers final
preseason game against the San
Diego Chargers, he was joined by
starting strong safety Eric Reid,
who is also the 49ers team representative for the players’ union.
Instead of sitting down, they
chose to kneel down. This form of
protest is more effective because
it shows more solidarity with his
teammates and the act of kneeling contains some symbolism.
Kneeling is a submissive position, particularly for athletes who
kneel down after practice to listen
to the coach lay down the rules
from above. Clearly, Kaepernick
has morphed his act of protest to
be more inclusive and has even
chosen to donate all the proceeds
from his recent jersey sales, which
has skyrocketed since his protest,
“back into the communities.”
I believe Kaepernick is genuine
about his commitment to ending
police brutality and is concerned
about the divisiveness that he
may have created. As a result, he
cannot, in good conscience stand
for the national anthem which
many others hold very dear.

Safe spaces and trigger warnings are key educational tools
BY GABRIELA VANACORE
OPINION EDITOR
The ongoing debate over how
trigger warnings and safe spaces
affect freedom of expression at
universities is far from resolved.
Over recent years, college administrations have grappled with
the different ways of introducing
uncomfortable and controversial
topics in the classroom. In line
with this dispute, the University of Chicago sent out a letter to
their incoming freshman stating:
"Our commitment to academic
freedom means that we do not
support so-called 'trigger warnings,' we do not cancel invited
speakers because their topics
might prove controversial, and we
do not condone the creation of intellectual 'safe spaces' where individuals can retreat from ideas and
perspectives at odds with their
own.” After receiving mixed reviews, the University’s intention
with the letter has become clearer.
However, as this controversy has
progressed and no clear solution
has come about, it is evident that
there should be a balance of freedom and safe spaces on college
campuses for students to thrive
both personally and intellectually.
Trigger warnings are used as
a signal for students that might
become uncomfortable, offended,
or traumatized by certain material. This includes discussions,
videos, or speakers that might include material on violence, sexual
assault, or anything that might
cause offense. In relation, safe

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO has brought into question the effectiveness of safe zones and trigger warnings. (Photo courtesy of Rick Seidel on Flickr)

spaces are designed on college
campuses for students in need
for a kind of support system. They
are places, or people, students
can go to for shelter or care from
uncomfortable material.
While the University of Chicago
is not supportive of these practices, the school does not prohibit
them, as professors are still able
to choose whether or not to give
trigger warnings.
Jane Kirtley, a media ethics
and law professor at the University of Minnesota, applauds the
University for their ideology.
Kirtley stated, "If universities
are not providing platforms for
people to be offensive, then I

don't think that they're doing
part of their job.” Being unfamiliar with the real world and naïve
in many ways, college students
can become easily uncomfortable and offended with anything
different from how they were
raised. It is important for college
students to feel some discomfort,
and the University of Chicago’s
goal is to prepare students for
the real world, where they will be
inevitably met with discomforting material. College is the place
where we should be having these
discussions. However, there is a
better way to balance academic
freedom of speech and student
health and safety than altogether

discrediting trigger warnings and
safe spaces. There is a way to balance the two, and we need to find
that balance.
Geoffrey Stone, Chair of the
Committee on Freedom of Expression, argues that certain safe
spaces are beneficial to students
who need the strength to face
particular material. "The right
thing to do is empower the students, help them understand
how to fight, combat and respond,
not to insulate them from things
they will have to face later," Stone
said. This is why safe spaces are
vital. Students need to be given
the tools and support to become
stronger and thus learn how to

avoid victimization and face the
real world.
In order to create an inclusive
community, one where students
aren’t afraid to have important
discussions, we must first create spaces where members of all
groups feel safe and respected.
Also, trigger warnings are vital
for those who are in need of
that pause and reflection before
interacting with emotionally
triggering material. University of
Chicago alumna Audrey Truschke
reacted to her alma mater’s statement by explaining that trigger
warnings need to be given for
the purpose of preparing an individual for traumatic material, not
to “silence a debate.”
According to a Knight Foundation survey, “54 percent of students said the climate on campus
prevents some people from saying
what they believe because they
are fearful of offending others.”
While the University of Chicago
aims to solve this problem by
negating tools that might shelter
students, every student is different, so we need a better solution.
Instead of blaming safe spaces
and trigger warnings for a lack
off free speech, we need a better
way to use them. Schools should
bring controversial speakers to
campus and maybe shouldn’t put
a trigger warning on every kind of
material. However, some students
need that pause, or support, before entering a platform of debate,
and we must be understanding of
that reality.
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OPINION
Saying “All Lives Matter” discounts the black lives lost
BY SIMONE TEMPLE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
A woman gets pulled over for
forgetting to put her turn signal
on. A teenage boy steals a candy bar
and put his hands up in surrender
when he gets caught. A man is lying
on the floor, facedown, handcuffed,
and unarmed. A man gets up in the
morning to sell CD’s and another
was only reaching for his wallet.
All of these people were murdered
in one way or another. Shot with
their hands up, shouting “Don’t
shoot!” Shot while not resisting,
face smashed into the pavement.
Shot in close range, a gun being
fired ten inches away from their
head. Nothing they did deserved
the punishment of death. Someone’s daughter, mother, sister,
father, son, or brother is now dead
and gone.
Now I want you to imagine that
these people are white. I know that
isn’t how you imagined them as
you were reading that paragraph.
Maybe that’s because you’ve heard
these stories before. I mean, they
are in the news every other week.
Or maybe it’s because you, like me,
are a person of color and you’re
practically raised knowing that
any of those people could be you
solely because of your race. This is
why “all lives matter” is not true.
They may matter to people personally, but looking past the color of

BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTESTS have echoed the ever-present need for social and political reform. (Photo courtesy of The Odyssey Online)

someone’s face must be something
so radical that the world as a whole
is either not ready to accept it or
blatantly ignoring what it means
to be a decent human being.
What I’m getting at here is simple really. The phrases “all lives
matter” and “black lives matter”
cannot exist at the same time. If
all lives really did matter, then no

one would be chanting black lives
matter like their lives depended
on it. Black lives matter does not
mean other lives don’t and it also
doesn’t mean that police officer’s
lives don’t matter either. It means
that our lives and the lives of our
fathers and mothers and children
matter just as much as anyone
else’s. Saying black lives matter is

already having to justify something
that shouldn’t have to be justified.
Saying all lives matter only negates
how far we’ve come, thus making
it harder for us to keep going. We
are a race of people who have spent
every day since we were “brought”
to this country trying to avenge
those of us who have been wrongfully put into the ground because

of someone else’s “instinct.” Saying
all lives matter to people who have
been through something like that is
a ten-foot hurdle in a race we didn’t
ask to be a part of.
We deserve to thrive and create
and live and breathe just as much
as any human being who is simply
trying to do something good with
their lives. This is all we’re asking.

Campus Chatterbox

COLLEGIATE SEMINAR is one of the most iconic Saint Mary’s traditions. (Photo courtesy of stmarys-ca.edu)

Question of the week

“Good in theory, needs work for
improvement”

What is your
opinion on the
Collegiate Seminar program?

“Great, but could be improved”

“Unifies, without borders”
“It provides an invigorating forum
for discussion”

“Usually good, depending on the
professor”
“Seminar is awesome”
“Helps you to better articulate
your thoughts”
“Great way for students to think
outside of the box”
“A waste of time”

“Needs more variety in the readings and perspectives”

“Doesn’t seem useful at first, but
then it is”

“Life changing if you do the work”

“Interesting, sometimes frustrating, sometimes fascinating”

“Good, it teaches us life lessons”
“Forced participation degenerates
dialogue”

“Needs more diversity with authors”
“Develops good critical thinking,
lacks an open environment”

“Theoretically, a good idea”
“Builds collaboration and allows
you to use your ideas”
“Great intention, executed poorly”
“I wish I liked it more”
“Sometimes, it makes me feel I
really understand what being in
Dante’s inferno would be like”
“It’s clinging to ideals that don’t
really exist.”
Campus Chatterbox is a biweekly column that takes in
public opinion on the trivial and
the not so trivial. The Chatterbox asked 23 people to give their
opinion on a given topic relating
to the Saint Mary’s experience
in 5-8 words or so. Free free to
email jmt14@stmarys-ca.edu
with topic ideas.
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SPORTS
College football sees emotional kick-offs

MARK ANDREWS runs the ball in Sooners’ season opener. (Courtesy of soonersports.com)

BY DJ PFEFFERKORN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The 2016 college football season kicked off last weekend and
it was filled with upsets, spectacular performances by freshmen, and special moments that
reminded us how some things
in life are much bigger than
the game. On Saturday, No. 15
Houston upset No. 3 Oklahoma
33-23 to prove that they belong
in the championship discussion.
Houston’s senior quarterback
Greg Ward Jr. threw for 321
yards with two touchdowns to
provide the offense with just
enough fire-power to outduel
Heisman Trophy contender
Baker Mayfield and the Sooners.
The highlight of the game was
set in the third quarter when a
53 yard field-goal attempt by
the Sooners fell just short and
in the hands of Brandon Wilson

who took it 100 yards end line
to end zone for a touchdown to
put Houston up 26-17. Houston’s
upset over Oklahoma marks
their third win in school history
against top three teams. Another
upset that shocked the college
football world was Nebraska’s
16-14 win over No. 5 ranked LSU
in the first ever college football
game played at Lambeau Field.
The Badger’s defense pulled off
a strong showing by smothering
LSU’s star running back Leonard Fournette in the first half
and forcing two interceptions
off LSU’s quarterback Brandon
Harris, one of them being a game
clincher with just 57 seconds to
go in the fourth. The offensive
production for the Badger ’s
came from their workhorse
running back Corey Clement
who racked up 86 yards and a
touchdown.
Kicker Rafael Gaglianone was

also a key contributor for the
Badgers by going 3-3 on field
goal attempts, one of them be-

Running back D’onta
Foreman totaled 131
yards on the ground
with one touchdown
and wide receiver
John Burt had a
breakout 111 yards
and one touchdown
performance as well.
ing a clutch 48 yard field goal
to give Wisconsin the 16-14
lead with under 4 minutes left
in the fourth quarter. The last
monumental upset came Sunday night when Texas defeated
No. 10 Notre Dame 50-47 in a
dramatic double overtime finish

to put Texas Longhorn football
right back on the map. Texas’s
true freshman Shane Buechele
stole the show by showing off
his tremendous vision and arm
strength while throwing for 280
yards and tallying two touchdowns. Notre Dame started the
game rotating quarterbacks
Deshone Kizer and Malik Zaire
but after Zaire’s disappointing
first quarter, Kizer took control
of the game. However, the Longhorns’ quarterback rotation
between Buechele and Tyrone
Swoopes turned out to be much
more efficient than Notre Dame.
While Buechele would drive
Texas down the field with his
arm, Swoopes would use all of
his 249 pound frame to literally
run through the Notre Dame
defense and was a valuable asset
in the redzone. Despite Notre
Dame’s comeback from a 31-17
deficit, Swoopes clinched the
upset with a six-yard diving
touchdown in double overtime
in front of a ecstatic Longhorn
crowd. Buechele and Swoopes
weren’t the only ones who contributed to the 517 total yard
offensive explosion. Running
back D’onta Foreman totaled
131 yards on the ground with one
touchdown and wide receiver
John Burt had a breakout 111
yards and one touchdown performance as well. Buechele was
not the only freshman who had a
stellar college debut. Freshman
quarterbacks Jalen Hurts and
Blake Barnett for No. 1 ranked
Alabama helped the Tide roll
through No. 20 ranked USC
52-6 in a game that was supposed to be much closer than it
was. Hurts finished 6 for 11 with
118 yards and two touchdowns
while Barnett completed 5 out
of his 6 passes for 100 yards with
one touchdown. On Monday,
freshman quarterback Deondre
Francois rallied No. 4 Florida
State to defeat No. 11 Ole Miss
45-34. Francois showed impressive speed and athleticism along
with a phenomenal ability to
read the Ole Miss defense. Francois finished with 419 yards, 2
touchdowns, and 59 yards on the
run. A few other players who had
standout performances were
quarterback Lamar Jackson for
see FOOTBALL, page 8

Sports
this week
WOMEN’S SOCCER

Fri. @ Fresno, 7:00 p.m.
vs Fresno State
Sun@ Sacramento, 2:30
p.m. vs Sacramento State

MEN’S SOCCER

Fri. vs. Air Force, 4:00 p.m.
Sun. vs. CSU Fullerton,
1:00 p.m.

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Fri. vs. Stanford, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Cal, 7:00 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY

Shoemaker incident addresses pitcher safety

MLB needs to come up with more protection for pitchers
BY DJ PFEFFERKORN
CONTRIBUTIN WRITER
It was only the second inning
when a 105 MPH line drive off
the bat of the Mariners slugger Kyle Seager drilled Angels’
pitcher Matt Shoemaker in the
head. Shoemaker immediately
collapsed on the mound with
blood dripping from his nose
with true horror film gore. Shoemaker was rushed to the hospital where he had an emergency
brain surgery in order to stop his
brain from bleeding. Shoemaker
was diagnosed with a small
skull fracture and hematoma
in a situation that could have
ended much worse. This is not

the first time a pitcher has been
critically hurt by the wrath of a
hitter’s bat.
Earlier this year, the Pirates’
rookie pitcher Jameson Taillon
was rocked in the head by a 105
MPH line drive from Hernan
Perez that sent the ball into left
field and Taillon to the ground.
Luckily, Taillon did not suffer
a concussion and continued to
pitch after the scare. In 2014,
another incident took place,
when former Reds’ closer and
flamethrower Aroldis Chapman
was carted off the field after he
was hit above the left eye with a
line drive off the bat of Royals’
Salvador Perez. Luckily, once
see SHOEMAKER, page 8

Thurs. @ San Francisco, vs.
Speedway Duals, 12:00 p.m.

MEN’S GOLF
Sept. 12-13, University of San
Francisco Olypmic Invitational
Sept. 19-20 Inverness
Intercollegiate

PITCHER MATT SHOEMAKER walks off the field after being hit. (Courtesy of ESPN)
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SPORTS
SHOEMAKER: issue needs to be addressed before on field injuries reach a new level
continued from page 7
again, Chapman did not lose
consciousness and was only
diagnosed with fractures. With
all these lucky breaks, you can’t
help but wonder when all of this
luck is going to run out.
In the last couple of years,
pitcher safety has increasingly
become a major concern. Since
the MLB allowed protective
headgear, the first and only
pitcher to wear it was former
Mets relief pitcher Alex Torres.
Even though the protective

headgear offers much protection
with padding inside, most pitchers refuse to wear them because
they do not look appealing and
may be uncomfortable to pitch
in compared to normal hats.
The MLB, Major League Baseball Players Association, and
outfitters need to communicate
and come up with protection
for pitchers that will appeal to
them.
Hitters have proven this issue
is more complex than it seems.
In 2014, slugger Giancarlo Stan-

ton was hit in the face by a pitch
and suffered season-ending
fractures. When he returned,
Stanton decided to wear a helmet with a face mask designed
in a “G” for his name.

Hitters have proven
this issue is more
complex than it seems.
Stanton still wears this special

helmet today, but he faces mixed
reviews about its appearance
and whether it truly protects
hitters.
For hitters, the protective
helmet looks much more presentable because it is already
attached to their the helmet. For
pitchers, wearing a helmet looks
rather silly and interferes with
pitching mechanics, but what
about face masks? In the NBA,
players are known to wear face
masks in order to protect their
face after an injury.

LeBron James’ all black face
mask made headlines in a positive way because many claimed
it made him look even more
intimidating.
For pitchers, a clear, lightweight face mask that can be
strapped on might be a better
alternative to the protective
helmets.
One thing is for sure though,
the MLB needs to address pitcher safety more seriously before
it is too late and someone gets
seriously hurt.

FOOTBALL: Sam Foltz, former Huskers player, is honored in game vs. Fresno State
continued from page 7

Louisville, running back Damien
Harris for Alabama, quarterback
J.T. Barrett for Ohio State, running back Christian McCaffrey
for Stanford, and running back
Nick Chubb for Georgia. Two
heart-warming stories also made

headlines in College Football’s
opening weekend. In order to
show respect and remembrance
for Nebraska’s punter Sam Foltz
who died in a car accident on
July 23, the Huskers took the
field without a punter and only
10 special team players during

their first punt attempt of the
game. With class, Fresno State
declined the delay of game penalty during this incredible and
emotional tribute. Another
heart-warming story was the
return of cancer survivor and
Pittsburgh’s running back James

Conner against Villanova on
Saturday. On top of that, he had a
strong showing with two touchdowns and also ran aggressively
to contribute to Pittsburgh’s win
over Villanova, a true motivational and inspirational story of
courage and strength.

College football’s opening
weekend was full of drama and
excitement as football season is
officially here. With the top 25
re-shuffled, it will be interesting to see how teams react and
strategize for the pivotal upcoming weeks.

Women’s soccer takes their chances, upsets Cal

WOMEN’S SOCCER should be getting used to wins against ranked teams. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER
Following six games without
a result, the previously-winless
Saint Mary ’s women’s soccer
team was set to open their home
season against No. 12 California
in what looked like an easy win
for the Golden Bears.
Not so fast.
Julia McDonald made three
saves and the Gaels scored twice

in a span of five minutes to beat
Cal 2-0 in Saint Mary’s’ home
opener. Saint Mary’s moved to
1-5-1 and earned their ninth
overall win over their rivals from
the other side of the Caldecott
Tunnel, and their first since 2004.
Before taking down Cal, Saint
Mary’s had played four teams
who were either at or above
.500 as of Thursday. Three of
the Gaels’ previous four games
had gone to overtime, and Saint

Mary’s head coach Travis Clarke
thus assessed his team wasn’t
that far from getting a result.
Friday, the lightbulb turned on.
“That felt really good,” Clarke
said. “They’ve been working hard
all year. I think we’ve had really good chances in every single
game so far, could’ve went our
way every game, and we finally
got one to fall here and you could
see after we got that first one that
they were excited, kind of on their

toes, just pressing and they got
another one.”
Entering Friday, Cal and Saint
Mary’s stood at polar opposites
in their scoring: The Bears had
allowed one goal in just over
556 minutes of play, while Saint
Mary’s had found the net just
once in 2016.
The Gaels scored late in their
season-opening 2-1 loss at Cal
State Fullerton, but then ominously stumbled through a
520-minute scoring drought.
All that went down the kitchen
sink on Friday.
Samantha Dion chipped in her
first goal of the year in the 52nd
minute on an assist from Valerie
LaForge, putting the Bears on
their heels as they suddenly
trailed for the first time since
Aug. 21.
“I can’t even explain how it
felt, to be honest,” Dion said. “To
score in your senior year, in your
last game against Cal, and a pretty
sweet goal, there’s nothing like
it. That’s why you play, for moments like that. That’s a moment
I won’t ever forget for the rest of
my career.”
Saint Mary’s made the Bears
sweat even more just five minutes
later with a second-chance goal

that opened Jaylen Crim’s collegiate scorebook and gave the
already-motivated Gaels a bigger
cushion.
Crim and Morgan Darling, a
San Diego State transfer, led the
team with two shots apiece. Both
of Crim’s were on frame, but it
was the second one that put the
Gaels up for good.
“The goalie was right there so
I was a little bit nervous because
she’s [Emily Boyd] a really good
‘keeper,” Crim said. “Then when
I saw her wobble the ball, I knew
I should’ve followed up and good
thing I was there.”
Both teams shot under their
season averages with the Bears
holding the slim 11-8 advantage,
but chances were created on both
sides. Dion fired a left-footed
shot from the top of the penalty
box early on before Cal’s Alexa
Vandevanter narrowly missed
one of her own four minutes later.
Many of the Gaels’ chances came
from within 20 yards.
Not only was Friday Saint
Mary’s’ first win over a ranked opponent since 2011, it also marked
Clarke’s 100th collegiate victory
in a career that’s spanned from
the University of Hawaii at Hilo
to Moraga.
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The 2016 Rio Olympics was
a devastating experience for
the United States Women’s National Soccer Team (USWNT).
In the history of the USWNT,
from 1991 to 2015, the women
have medaled in every single
World Cup and Olympic tournament, until the 2016 Rio
Olympics. The USWNT lost to
Sweden after a penalty shootout. The heavily publicized and
vocal goalkeeper Hope Solo had
a couple of choice words for the
Swedish team after the game.
In a post-game interview, Solo
said, “I’m very proud of this

team. But I also think we played
a bunch of cowards.” She went
on to explain herself in saying,
“[Sweden] didn’t want to open
play. They didn’t want to pass
the ball. They didn’t want to
play great soccer…We had that
style of play when Pia was our
coach.” Solo’s comments about
Team Sweden and their coach,
former USWNT coach, Pia
Sundhage, were widely debated
across the sports world. Many
believed her comments were inappropriate, unsportsmanlike,
and a national embarrassment,
while others believed people
were judging Solo and presenting a double standard when it
came to women in sports. How-

ever, the question is, were Hope
Solo’s comments appropriate
or were her comments just like
any other athletes? According
to the U.S. Soccer Federation,
Hope Solo’s comments were
not acceptable. The U.S Soccer
Federation suspended Solo for
six months and terminated her
contract.
In a video showing her reaction, Hope Solo was not happy
about the decision. In a Facebook post, Solo said, “I could
not be the player I am without
being the person I am, even
when I haven’t made the best
choices or said the right things.”
She continued to say, “My entire
career, I have only wanted the

best for this team, for the players and the women’s game and
I will continue to pursue these
causes with the same unrelenting passion with which I play
the game.” Solo was a member
of the USWNT for 17 years and
also a member of the 2008 and
2012 Olympic teams.
After the termination of her
contract, many spoke out in
their disappointment with the
U.S Soccer Federation’s decision.
The USWNT has recently
stood up against discrimination
in women’s sports. Many women, especially the women on the
USWNT, believe they deserve
equal pay for equal (possibly

better) play. Although Solo’s
comments may not be the nicest
or even the most sportsmanlike thing to do after a loss, her
comments are something sports
fans see in men’s sports regularly. From trash talk to fights
to even brawls during a game,
men’s sports can be even more
aggressive and unsportsmanlike
than women’s sports. In turn,
many of these male athletes
do not receive extremely harsh
punishments like Solo. Whether
or not anyone agrees with Solo’s
comments or the manner in
which Solo is known to conduct
herself, her suspension and termination is an extremely harsh
punishment.

